Administrative Order
No.: 10
Series of 2011
Title: Amendment to Administrative Order No. 12 Series of 2006
Re: Implementing Guidelines on the Tindahan Natin Project

Background/Rationale:
To date, there is an accumulated collections amounting to P175,869,219.66 deposited to the DSWD TNO Revolving and Settlement Fund wherein based on the existing guidelines the said amount can be used specifically for "other livelihood projects of DSWD".

Meantime, the total fund requirement for CY 2011 for administrative cost to implement livelihood program is Php 61.5 Million.

The Department has allocated only P11M for administrative cost from Protective Service to cover the 1st quarter fund requirement for CY 2011, out of the EXECOM agreement dated November 8, 2010 that the 50% or Php 30.75 Million shall be sourced out from the Protective Service fund and 50% Tindahan Natin Revolving Fund. This creates a deficit of Php50.5Million for the administrative cost for the livelihood program.

Amendments:
In view of the above, Section VI-B.4 of existing AO 12 Series of 2006, which states: The accumulated collections/payments from the TNP operations shall be used for other livelihood projects of DSWD as DSWD TNP Revolving and Settlement Fund (DSWD – TNP RSF) which will be under the same scheme of DSWD Self Employment Assistance Revolving and Settlement Fund (DSWD – SEA RSF) is hereby amended to read as follows:

"The accumulated collections/payments from the TNP operations shall be used for other livelihood projects of DSWD as DSWD TNP Revolving and Settlement Fund (DSWD – TNP RSF) which will be under the same scheme of DSWD Self Employment Assistance Revolving and Settlement Fund (DSWD – SEA RSF). However, a maximum of ten percent (10%) out of the total accumulated collections/payments may be used for administrative costs to carry out the operations for the program/project of DSWD – TNP RSF"

This amendment shall take effect immediately and revokes all other previous orders contrary to it.

Issued in Quezon City this 27th day of June 2011.

CORAZON JULIANO SOLIMAN
Secretary